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In this paper some new results on analytic domination of operators and on 
integrability of Lie algebras of operators are proved and then our methods are 
applied to the study of Lie algebras of unbounded derivations in C* algebras. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Lie algebra M of (unbounded) linear operators defined on a common 
domain 63 in a Banach space S is said to be integrable or exponentiable if 
there is a strongly continuous representation p: M-+ 9(YZQ where M is the 
simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic to A’, such that 
C‘@@) 2 9 and d&)(x) = p(x) for p EM and x E @. If .A is a Lie algebra 
of skew-symmetric operators in a Hilbert space, it is natural to require in 
addition that p be a unitary representation; and if .M consists of *- 
derivations in a C* algebra, one naturally requires that p be a representation 
by *-automorphisms. 
Our approach to integrability questions is to consider a given strongly 
continuous action a of a Lie group G (with Lie algebra g) on a Banach 
space S and an operator 6 defined on P(a), related to the action a by 
certain natural assumptions. Our assumptions are that (i) 6 is relatively 
bounded with respect to da(g) (IIJ(x)(( < C(c lIda(X + lixll), where Xi 
is a basis of g), and (ii) {a,da;‘: g in the connected component of the 
identity in G) spans a finite-dimensional space of operators. The latter 
condition is a weakening of the assumption that da(g) and 6 should together 
generate a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. 
Under these assumptions we prove that da(g) analytically dominates 6; 
analytic vectors for a are also analytic for 6 (Theorem 2.2). If .S is a C* 
algebra, a an automorphic action, and 6 a * derivation, then 6 has a closure 
generating a one-parameter group of * automorphisms (Theorem 4.1). If J& 
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is a Hilbert space, CI a unitary representation, and 6 a skew-symmetric 
operator, then 6 is essentially skew-adjoint. Again in the C* or Hilbert space 
setting, if we have a family {S,} of operators which satisfies (i) and together 
with da(g) generate a finite-dimensional Lie algebra 9 on P(a), then 9 is 
integrable (Theorem 4.3). 
In Section 2 we prove a variant of Nelson’s analytic domination theorem 
which is an important echnical tool for us (Theorem 2.1). Section 3 contains 
a new proof of a theorem of Rusinek on the integrability of a Lie algebra of 
operators on a Banach space in the presence of analytic vectors for the 
elements of a Lie generating subset of the Lie algebra. 
In our study of Lie algebras of unbounded derivations we were stimulated 
by a recent paper of Kurose [ 161 in which he proves the special case of our 
Theorem 4.1, where G = IRk and 6 commutes with {a,: c E Rk ). We were 
able to remove the commutivity assumptions, but in doing so we still use key 
ideas from [ 16). We are grateful to Kurose for sending us a preprint of his 
paper. We would also like to thank J. Rusinek for calling our attention to his 
preprint [ 241. 
This work is related to several recent papers which deal with unbounded 
derivations commuting with a group action on a C* algebra [3, 4, 7-10, 15, 
201. See also [2], in which an unbounded derivation is Fourier-decomposed 
with respect o a compact group action. 
We refer the reader to [5,25] for background on unbounded erivations in 
C* algebras, and to [ 141 for an extensive discussion of the integrability 
problem for Lie algebras of unbounded operators. 
2. RESULTS ON ANALYTIC DOMINATION 
In this section we prove some new results on analytic domination of 
operators in a Banach space. 
We will find it helpful to employ the “calculus of absolute values” which 
was introduced by Nelson in [ 191. Let s be a normed linear space and let 
e(s) be the set of linear operators in 5 (with arbitrary domains). Then 
I@(X)] is the free Abelian semigroup generated by the symbols ]A ] with 
AE8(~).Letr=(A,I+...+lA,land’t=IB,It...t(B,Ibeelementsof 
le(Z)l. We make the following definitions: 
ad <(~)=x ]AiBj--jAi], 
id 
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We also define < < q to mean ]j &]] < ]] qx]] for all x E SC’. When we write 
< < 4 we assert in particular that g(u) c g(r). A vector x E X is said to be 
analytic for [ E ]O(.%)( if x E nz= i a({“) and the series CF=, /( {“XII P/n! 
converges for small Is]. 
We need the following inequality for ]@(%)], which follows from [ 19, 
Lemma 2. l] in the same way that Lemma 2.3 follows from [ 19, Lemma 
2.21. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 3%” be a normed linear space and c, /I E \c”(.%‘)(. 
Suppose there are constants c,p > 0 such that < < CD and for all n E ilu, 
(ad p)” r < cp”/?. Then every analytic vector for /I is also analytic for 6 
Proof. Define n,(P) = 111, and 
(We write p instead of 1~11.) Note that the 71, satisfy the recursive relation 
and that CS(x,(j?)) = B(p”). We claim that <” < n,(P) for all n E N (and in 
particular, CS(<“) r> Q(J3”)). For n = 1 this is true by hypothesis. Suppose 
that the inequality holds for some n and write, for temporary convenience, 
where P,,i E Z+. In the following computation, line 3 comes from (2.1) and 
line 4 from the hypothesis: 
= 5 PJ( 
i=O 
(ad P)” (r) Pi-” 
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as required. Now we estimate the rr,(p). 
~,da)=c"~+o)tp+p>-~* @+(n- I)p) 
=C ’ 5 O,,k(“,P ,-em, (n - l)p) Pk, (2.2) 
k=O 
where u,,~ is the kth elementary symmetric function in n variables. Note that 
un,k(o,p~~~~9 (n - l)p) = c (i, ' i2 "' ik)pk 
O<i,<...<ik$n-I 
< n ( 1 
(n- l)! k 
k (n-k- l)!P ) 
because (E ) is the number of terms in the sum and (n - 1 )!/(n - k - 1 )! is 
the largest of them, Now insert this estimate in (2.2), and also use the simple 
estimate (n - l)!/(n - k - l)! n! < l/(n - k)! to get 
Let x E X be an analytic vector for /I; thus there are constants MO, M > 0 
such that II/J”xjI < M,M”n! for all n > 0. Then 
= MO@4 + p)" c". 
Clearly, x is also in OF= I @(c”) and we have 
Q MO f (M +p)" c*sn, 
n=O 
which is convergent for small s, B 
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In ] 19, Theorem 1 ], Nelson has the hypothesis 
(ad t)” Cal < k,,P, (2.3) 
where the k, satisfy a growth condition C k,s”/n! < co for small s. Our 
result differs in that we require 
(ad P>” (<I ,< cp”D. (2.4) 
In our application below the condition (2.4) is naturally verified, while an 
estimate of the form (2.3) is unavailable to us. 
We now consider a given strongly continuous action a of a Lie group G 
on a Banach space %“. Fix a basis {Xi: 1 < i < d} of the Lie algebra g of G 
and let vi = da(X,). For k E N, let C”(a) denote the set of a Es such that 
g-1 a,(a) is .a Ck function from G to X, Cm(a) the set of a such that 
g-+ a,(a) is Cm, and F(a) the set of a such that g -+ a,(a) is real-analytic. 
Then C’(a)= fly=‘=, @(vi) and C’( a ) . is a Banach space under the norm 
IlaLl = II4 + C1=l Iliiiall. W e recall from [ 191 that a E X is analytic for 
a if and only if a is analytic for /?= 111 + Cfz, /vi1 E IP(% 
THEOREM 2.2. Let .K be a Banach space and a a strongly continuous 
representation of a Lie group G on .g. Suppose that 6: C’“(a) + .$ is a 
linear map satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) There is a c > 0 such that for all x E C”(a), II6(x)/1 <c I/xlIn., . 
(ii) The span of (a,6a, ‘: g in the connected component G, of 1 in G} 
is finite dimensional. 
Then Cm(a) is invariant under 6 and every analytic vector for a is also 
analytic for 6. Thus 6 has a dense set of analytic vectors. 
Proof Let S be the finite-dimensional real vector space spanned by 
(a, da;‘: g E G,}; each element of S is bounded relative to I/. ja,, , so we can 
conveniently give S the operator norm from B(C’(a),S). We observe that 
the G action on S defined by 
P,(V) = Ad@,)(v) (‘I E S) 
is continuous. In fact, for a E Coo(a), 
Ila,vra;‘(a> - rl(a>ll < lla,w;‘(a) - a,v@)ll + lla,rlW - rl(a)ll 
= II w;‘(a) - v@>ll +lla,tl@) - v(a>ll 
and this quantity approaches zero as g --f 1 in G because for a E CS(a), the 
function g -+ a,(a) is C” from G to {C’(a), ]I I],.,}; see, for instance, [ 21. 
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Proposition 1.21. We next check that C?(a) is invariant under 6 and 
therefore under S. Since S is a finite dimensional, g + p,(6) is C” from G to 
s E B(C’(a), S), and it follows that for Q E ?(a), g + a&6(a)) =~,(a) . 
a,(a) is C” from G to Z; that is, 6(a) lies in V’(a). For a E Cm(a), q E S, 
and X in the Lie algebra g, we have 
where g(t) = exp(tX) and the derivative is taken in the original Z-norm. 
Thus [da(X), ‘11 E S. 
Adopt the notation from the discussion preceding the theorem: 
{Xi: 1 Q i < d} is a fixed basis of 9, rti = &x(X,) acts on Cm(a), and p = 111 + 
C;‘=, ]qi] in ]8(,%)]. We observe that there are constants c,p > 0 such that 
for all n E R\J, ad@)” (IS]) < cp”/3 in ]&‘Z)]. Let M be the maximum of the 
operator norms of ad(a,) Is = dp(X,) Is (1 < i < d) and let c be the norm of 6 
in B(C’(a),%). Then for a E Coo(a), 
IWWk (l~l)(~Il= i,,.$i,=, IIad(Vi,) *** ad(~i,)(W)ll 
< dkMkC IIa II, 
= wok c IIP(a)ll* 
Thus the observation is valid with p = dM. 
Nelson proved in [ 191 that the analytic vectors for j3 are precisely those 
for a, and that Co(a) is norm dense in 3. Our assertions regarding analytic 
vectors for 6 therefore follow from the previous paragraph and Theorem 
2.1. I 
Lemma 2.3 throws some light on the assumption on the span of (a, 6a; ‘} 
in Theorem 2.2. It shows that the assumption is a weakening of the 
requirement hat 6 and da(g) should together generate a finite-dimensional 
Lie algebra of operators on Cm(a). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a be a strongly continuous action of a Lie group G on a 
Bunuch space X, and let 6 E End(Ca(a)) be bounded relative fo 11. IIn,, (i.e., 
]]6(.x)]( < c I]x]]=,i). Let S = span{a, da;‘: gE Go} and let S, = 
span{Wh) a-9 ad(tlk)(@: k E R\J, tli E dW1. 
Zf either S or S, is finite dimensional, then S = S, . 
ProoJ It suffices to show that if S is finite dimensional, then S, c S, and 
if S, is finite dimensional, then S z S, . In fact we have already shown in the 
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proof of the last theorem that S, C_ S if S is finite dimension. Assuming that 
S, is finite dimensional, to prove the inclusion S s S, it is enough to prove 
that elements of the form Ad(a(g,(t,) ... g,(&)))(6) lie in S,, where the gi(t) 
are one-parameter subgroups of G. Hence it suffices to show that if 
,u E S n S,, then Ad(a(exp(fX)))@) E S, for each X E g and t E 1R. But if 
q = da(X), then 
Ad(a(expW))O1) = f (ad ~1” 01) $. 
n=O 
(2.5) 
This commutation relation is justified by Theorem 3.2 in [ 141. To use this 
theorem we have to verify that for each a E Cm(a) the function t + ,ue’“(a) = 
pa(exp(tX))(a) is differentiable with derivative pr,re’“(a). But this is known 
since the action of G on C’(a) is strongly continuous with respect o (] . (/a,, 
and p E S is bounded relative to this norm. The right-hand side of (4.1) is a 
convergent power series in the finite-dimensional space S, . 1 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let (a, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with G a Lie 
group. (That is, a is a strongly continuous action of G on ‘u by * 
automorphisms.) In this case {C’(a), ]]. ]]a,l} is a Banach * subalgebra of ?I, 
as is P(a) (n > 1) with the norm 
If 6 is a * derivation on %?I with domain C”(a), then 6 is automatically 
bounded relative to I]. ]](L,n by a theorem of Longo [ 171. Thus a * derivation 
6 defined on P(a) is bounded relative to ]I ]]n,n if and only if 6 extends to a 
* derivation defined on C”(a). Furthermore, any such 6 on P(a) is 
bounded relative to some ]I s ]la,” but not necessarily with respect o I/. ](a., . It 
would seem from this that relative boundedness hould play an important 
role for * derivations in C* algebras, but, in fact, examples of relative boun- 
dedness appear not to be prevalent in the literature. In practice, a * 
derivation is often given explicitly on some smaller domain and to extend it 
to C’(a) one must first obtain the relative boundedness. 
On the other hand, even if the desired relative boundedness does not 
obtain, one can make do with relative boundedness on a subspace which 
generates a dense * subalgebra of the C*-algebra. Consider, for instance, a 
unitary representation {n, Z} of a Lie group G and a skew-symmetric 
operator A defined on P(n) and satisfying the relative boundedness 
condition II&II < c Ilflln,l (E Coo@)) as well as the finite orbit condition 
((ii) of Theorem 2.2). One can lift 7~ to an automorphic action T(x) on the 
CAR-C*-algebra (u(Z) over P, and one can lift A to a * derivation 6, in 
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U(Z) with domain %,(P(a)), the algebra of polynomials in the field 
operators a(f), a*(f) with f E P(n). Then 6, will not generally be 
relatively bounded with respect to 11. J(rtnj,, . Consider, however, the closed 
subspace of field operators a(Z) = {a(S):fE Z}, which is invariant under 
T(x) and 6,. Here S, is relatively bounded on a((?‘(~)), and it follows that 
a(P(rr)) consists of analytic elements for 6,. Since the space of analytic 
elements for a * derivation is a * subalgebra, the dense * subalgebra of 
a(Z) generated by a(P(n)) consists of analytic elements for 8,. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let _P be a finite-dimensional real semi-simple Lie 
algebra of skew-symmetric operators on a common invariant domain g in a 
Hilbert space .& and let R be a compact Lie-subalgebra in a given Cartan 
decomposition. If the Casimir element R is a bounded operator, then we 
claim that 40 is relatively bounded with respect o R. 
ProoJ Let _V = R+ /J be the Cartan decomposition. Let <i ,..., & be a 
basis of k and 9, ,..., qs be a basis of /z. We are assuming that 
a=-Cr’+Cqf’ is bounded, and we need to verify that 
In fact, 
II Vj(x>l12 G x II Vj(xI12 
= ( -x r;(x) Ix i 
= -s rf<x> I x 
( i 
- (Q(x) I x> 
= x II C(x)ll *- CnCx) I XI) 
<s IIC(x)l12 + IIQll llxl12 
G (2: IITi(x)ll + llnlll’* IIXII) 29 
as desired.) 
Now suppose in addition that R integrates to a representation a:K+%(Z) 
and that g is dense in P(a) with respect to the P-topology. Then, 
because of the relative boundedness, _V extends to a Lie algebra of skew- 
symmetric operators on P’(a), and because of Theorem 2.3 the analytic 
elements for a are also analytic for each operator in 4p. (It will follow from 
the remark following Theorem 4.3 that Ip is also integrable; this can also be 
obtained from the results of Nelson [19].) 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. The usual action of SL(2, iR) on the closed unit disc by 
fractional linear transformations leaves the boundary T invariant. Take the 
basis of se(2, iR): H = f[ 2, i 1, X = f [ A “i 1, Z = i [ y i 1. Then H 
generates the maximal compact subgroup S’ of SL(2, (R) and corresponds to 
the vector field a/a0 on T. X corresponds to Px = sin 0(8/a@ and Z to 
rP, = cos 19(3/&3). Let a be the action of S’ on C(T), so C”(a) = P(T) and 
v;la.’ = Ilfll, + Ilf’ Ilcc~ It is clear that yY and Pz are bounded relative to 
. n.1. 
3. AN INTEGRABILITY THEOREM FOR OPERATOR LIE ALGEBRAS 
In his 1959 article Analytic Vectors, Nelson showed that the integrability 
of a Lie algebra &? of skew-symmetric operators can be decided from 
properties of the corresponding Laplace operator d. A main result from [ 19 1 
is that A analytically dominates the Lie algebra, and that x is integrable 
provided that A has a dense set of analytic vectors. In a later paper about the 
integrability of Lie algebras of skew-symmetric operators, Simon considered 
a Lie generating subset. He showed in (261 that if A is defined on a dense 
.,&invariant domain a in a Hilbert space fl, and if g consists of analytic 
vectors for the individual operators in some Lie generating subset Y, then it 
follows that .&’ is integrable. The Simon theorem extended previous work of 
Flato et al. 161. (The Hilbert space results of these authors were actually 
derived from more general theorems concerning reflexive Banach spaces; in 
these theorems conditions are placed on the dual operators of elements of, X 
or .i”.) 
Finally, Rusinek [24] generalized the theorem of Simon to an arbitrary 
Banach space, as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Rusinek 1241). Let Z be a Banuch space, Y G z& a 
dense linear subspuce, and d_c End(@) a finite-dimension Lie algebra of 
(unbounded) linear operators mapping $2 into itself. Suppose that _+f has a 
(finite) Lie-generating subset 9 satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) Each r] E 9 is closable, and rf is the generator of a C, group of 
bounded operators on 27. 
(ii) Every x E G3 is an analytic vector for each 7 E .9. 
Then .R is integrable. 
We give a new proof of Rusinek’s theorem which is quite different from 
the original proof and much shorter. Our proof is based on the main results 
of the monograph [ 141 of Jorgensen and Moore; see also [ 11, 12, 181. We 
will need to apply Rusinek’s theorem in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. There is a norm (1. (( on LK equivalent o the 
original norm and a p > 0 such that for all q E 9, t E IR, and x E %, 
IIe’“xll < eirlD (/x/I. It follows that 
IIW - rl)xll Z (I Re z I -PI llxll (3.1) 
We endow g with the graph norm 1) lll;i arising from some basis 
{Pi: l < i<f} Of Yn; lIxJI &,i = j/xl/ + C:=i II~Flr~II. The topology r, derived 
from this norm is, of course, independent of the choice of the basis. We let E 
be the completion of @ with respect o (1 Iln,i ; E can be realized concretely 
as the closure in the Cartesian product AYf+’ of {(x,p,x,...,,+x): x E g). 
Let J be the canonical embedding of 9 in E, Jx = (x,pIx,...,pyx). For each 
q E 9, define an operator #” in E by L$(#“) = J53 and #l’Jx = Jvx 
(x E $9). We will show that each q(l) is a pregenerator in E. 
OBSERVATION 1. For every q E 9 and x E D, Jx is analytic for #‘). In 
other words, x is analytic for q with respect o the graph norm (1. [IA,, . 
Proof of Observation 1. Fix r7 E 9 and x E ~9. Give M the norm 
1) C c,pu,lj = JJ [cl1 and let t be the operator norm of ad q on A. Since each 
,u,x is analytic for t], there exist constants C, A > 0 such that 
Therefore, 
II vkwIl < CA kk! (k>O, 1 <i<f). 
and for P EM, 
II rlkW ~1’ ol)xll < IIW ~1’ cU)ll CA kk! 
< r’ I(pJ( CAkk!. 
For ,u E J we have 
and therefore 
II rk(ad Vk W4l 
Fk JIplI CAkk!. 
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Hence 
and this series converges for small (s ]. Since ,u E JP was arbitrary, this 
completes the proof of the observation. 
OBSERVATION 2. There is an e > 0 such that for all q E ci”, all x E Q 
andallzEC with ]Rez]>e, 
ll~~~-rl~~ll~,n.l~~l~~~/-~e)ll~ll.~,~~ 
Proof of Observation 2. Let [cij] be the matrix of ad n IJ with respect o 
the basis (pi}. Then for each j, 
IW qoljbIl= //$ CijiUix (/
< (T lcijl) (T l18kxl/) 
For each i, 
G /lad Volj>ll IIxIL,~ 
G t IIXllA..l. 
IlPi(z - ~)xll= II(z - ‘I)PiX + ad VcUikIl 
> ll(z - V> Pi-41 - II ad r/oli)Xll 
> (IRezl -P)IIPiXII - z llxlL,x.l . 
Adding these estimates and estimate (3.1), we get for (Re z] sufficiently 
large, 
ll~~-~)xll~,,~~I~~~I-~~Il~ll~~,~-f~ll~ll~,,~ 
and this proves the claim with e =/I + ft. 
If follows from the two observations and a variant of the Hille-Yosida 
theorem [5, Vol. I, Theorem 3.2.221 that each q”’ is closable and qc” 
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generates a C, group of bounded linear operators on E. But then by the 
converse to the Hille-Yosida theorem, for all q E 9 and for 1 Re z 1 
suficiently large, (z - q(i)) J@ = J(z - q)g is I(. ]JJI,,-dense in E; that is 
(z - W is Il. Il~,n,l-d ense in 9. The integrability of A now follows from 
Theorem 9.2 of Jorgensen-Moore [ 141. 1 
4. APPLICATIONS TO LIE ALGEBRAS OF UNBOUNDED DERIVATIONS 
In this section we study integrability questions for unbounded derivations 
of C* algebras. Our methods also apply without change to skew symmetric 
operators in a Hilbert space. We consider a strongly continuous represen- 
tation CI of a Lie group G by * automorphisms on a C* algebra ‘u (in brief, 
a C* dynamical system (VI, G, a)), and one or more *-derivations defined on 
P(o). We retain the notation of Section 2: {Xi: 1 < i < d} is a basis of the 
Lie algebra g; r,ri = da(X,) defined on P(o), and p = ]I( + Cy=, ]qi] E 
I WI* 
A *-derivation 6 in 2I is said to be well behaved if whenever a is in 
W),.,. and 4 is a state of ?I such that #(a) = /lull, it follows that 
(4 o 6)(a) = 0. There are several other equivalent formulations of this notion 
[ 1, Lemma 11. An element a E (11 is analytic for 6 if it is analytic for 
161 E ]@(‘?I)]. It is well known that 6 is closable and 8 generates a C, group 
of *-automorphisms if and only if 6 is well behaved and has a dense space of 
analytic elements. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (?I, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with G a Lie 
group. Let 6: Cm(a)-+ 2I be a * derivation satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) There is a c > 0 such that II6(a)ll <c Jlajl,,,fir a E Cm(a). 
(ii) Span{a, aa;‘: g E G,} is finite dimensional. 
Then : 
(a) 6 is closable and 6 is a generator of a C, group of *- 
automorphisms. 
(b) Cm(a) c Ok”= 1 W’?, and every analytic vector for a is also 
analytic for 6. 
(c) P(a) is a core for 6. 
Proof Hypothesis (i) implies (and, in fact, by Longo’s theorem is 
equivalent to the assertion) that 6 extends to a *-derivation defined on 
C’(a) = n g(qi). The remarkable argument of Batty in [l] implies that any 
* derivation defined on C’(a) is automatically well behaved. It follows from 
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Theorem 2.2 that Cm(a) is d-invariant and C”(a) is a dense space of 
analytic vectors for 6. Hence 6 has a generator closure. 
We claim that C“(a) is invariant under 6. To see this, we have to verify 
that for a E F’(a), g-t a,6(a) = (a,ba;‘) a,(a) is analytic. This is true 
because g --) a,(a) is analytic with respect to the norm I/ . 1/(1,, and g -+ aR 6a; ’ 
is analytic from G into the finite-dimensional space S c 9(C’(a), ?I). Since 
C?‘(a) is a norm-dense invariant space of analytic vectors for the generator 
6, it is a core for 5. 1 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, the derivation property of 6 was used only to 
establish the automatic well behavedness of 6. Thus the proof also 
establishes the following result (which is a noncommutative generalization of 
Lemma 2 in [22].) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let a be a representation of a Lie group G on a Hilbert 
space X and let A be a skew-symmetric operator defined on CK(a) and 
satisfving the following conditions: 
(i) A is relatively bounded with respect to //. /In,, 
(ii) span (a,Aa, ‘: g E G,} is finite dimensional. 
Then A is essentially skew-adjoin& and C“(a) is a core for A. 
It is also clear that there is a Banach space version of this theorem if one 
adds the resolvent inequalities of the Hille-Yosida theorem as a hypothesis. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (VI, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system with G a Lie 
group. Let {di: 1 < i < n} be a family of * derivations, 6, E End(P(a)) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Each cYi is relatively bounded with respect to /I. IIn., ; that is, 
l16i~x)ll G clIxI/a.I for .Y E C=‘(a). 
(ii) da(g) U {S,} generates a Jinite-dimensional Lie algebra .X of ‘p 
derivations on Coo(a). 
Then J is integrable. In fact, ifM denotes the simply connected Lie group 
associated with .,tY, there is a representation p: M+ Aut(‘U) such that 
C*(p) = C*(a) and dp is the identity representation on J. 
Proof 1 is the Lie algebra generated by 9 = {vi: 1 < i < d} U 
{Sj: 1 <j < n). We know from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.3 that each 
tl E 9 has a generator closure and that Cm(a) is a core for f. 
For p E J’, we write p” for p ICoca). The hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied by the operator Lie algebra Ma = (PO: ,u E J@‘} on P(a) and its Lie 
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generating set Y” = (‘1’: y E .Y), and it follows that there is a strongly 
continuous representation p: M-t S’(‘?I) (where M is the simply connected 
Lie group associated with A) such that Cm@) 3 C?‘(a) and 
dp(.a)(a) = p”(a) for a E P(a). 
We want to show that Cm@) = P(a) and dp@) = p for ,u E A. For each 
p E A, let k be the infinitesimal generator of the Co group t + p(exp(tp)). 
Thus Z 2 4-G) b(p) 2 P ‘. For v E Y, $ and ri are both generator extensions 
of v”, and P(a), being a dense invariant domain of analytic vectors for q”, 
is a core for both; hence ii= q. Therefore 
P(a) is a Frechet space with the vector topology z,,~ generated by the 
semi-norms, a -+ 11 vl, *.. r,ri,al] (ka 0, 1 < ij< d), and Coo@) is a Frechet 
space with the vector topology rp,oo generated by the semi-norms, 
a + II& ..a ,&all (k 2 0, ,uj E Y). Clearly, rp,m is stronger than r,,, on 
P(a). We claim that, in fact, the two topologies are the same on C”(a). Let 
B be the sub-semigroup of ]@(a)( generated by products of 1 q, I,..., ] ~~1. It
suffices to show that any element lp, ... ,uu, I (,ui E 9) is dominated in /@(‘%)I 
by an element of 8. For any i , ,..., i, (1 < ij < d) and 6 E ( Sj: 1 <j < n }, 
where the sum is over certain permutations u of (l,..., I}; see [ 19, Lemma 
2.11. Using a by now familiar argument (cf. Lemma 2.3), we get a C > 0 and 
k > 0 such that for all i, ,..., it (1 < ii < d), 
lad vi, ... ad vi,(J)] < Ck’P, 
where P= 111 + Cl”=, Iqj]* Thus 
Using this and an induction on the number of times some Sj appears in the 
product Ipu, ... ,K~(, we see that the product is dominated by an element of 8. 
Because C”‘(a) is dense in P(a) with respect to r,,, [21, Theorem 1.31, 
and Cm@) is complete with respect o (the semi-norms defining) z~.~, and 
the two topologies agree on C:(a), it follows Cm@) = Coo(a). 
Next we check that &(p)(a) =,~(a) (,u EM, a E P(a)). It suffices to 
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verify this on the Lie generating set 9, and for q E 9’ we have @(q)(a) = 
ii(a) = 4%) = r(a). 
Finally we show that p takes values in Aut(%). For this it is enough to 
show that for ,U E J, p(exp@)) E Aut(‘U). Consider the C, group 
p(exp(&)) = e’“; we know now that k extends .u. Furthermore Coo(a) 
(=P@)) is a core for ~2 since it is a dense domain globally invariant under 
erG. Therefore E is a * derivation and efi a C, group of *-automorphisms. d 
Concluding Remarks. (1) There is clearly a Hilbert space version of 
Theorem 4.3, whose formulations we leave to the reader. 
(2) The final observation that p(exp(&)) is a group of * 
automorphisms can also be obtained as follows. We can assume that ,D has 
the form 
P = Ad(exp(s,d e.1 ewh,d)Cud. 
where the pi are in Y. But then p(exp(tp)) = (exp(s,pr) ... exp(s,p,) exp(t,u,) 
ev(--sdh) . . . exp(--s,p,), which is clearly a group of *-automorphisms. 
(3) Recall that for each irrational number 0, the irrational rotation 
algebra a(0) carries a canonical ergodic action a0 of the f-torus T*. The 
structure of *-derivations on ‘+X(8) with domain Coo(aO) was analyzed in [2] 
and further results on the Lie algebra of all * derivations in End(C”(a,)) 
were given in [ 131. It would be interesting to know what classical Lie 
algebras can be represented (by *-derivations) on Cm(a,), and when such 
actions are integrable (e.g., se(2, IR)?) 
(4) There have been numerous recent studies of unbounded 
derivations commuting with a Lie group action a on a C* algebra and 
conditions for the integrability of such derivations. Our finite orbit condition 
(span(a, 6a;‘} finite dimensional) is, of course, a weakening of the 
commutivity requirement and our Theorem 4.1 gives a sufficient condition 
for a derivation satisfying the finite orbit requirement o be a generator. 
Further studies in this direction may prove fruitful. 
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